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Mastering the Nikon D7100 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information

and insights for owners of the new D7100 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate

past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera equipment.This

book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way that far surpasses the user's

manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step setting adjustments; color

illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every button, dial,

switch, and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for

setup according to various shooting styles.Darrell's friendly and informative writing style allows

readers to easily follow directions, while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The

learning experience for new D7100 users goes beyond just the camera itself and covers basic

photography technique.
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Although I like to read before going to bed, it isn't usually technical manuals I choose; and never



before have I stayed up almost all night with such a book. This one I could not put down. I've been

shooting professionally with the Nikon D7100 since I got it back in April and thought I understood all

its functions.Aware of Darrell Young's expertise in teaching the technical aspects of Nikon cameras I

ordered his Mastering the Nikon D7100 when first advertised. Because it wasn't in publication yet I

ordered two other books from two other authors detailing the different functions and setting on the

camera. Neither one or both these other books cover the DETAIL Darrell Young covers. Darrell

shows screen shots of every setting so there can be no mistake how to apply them. Later in the

book he explains why you need to know these functions. There are so many AH HA moments in this

book I'm going to have to read it several times. I found a number of details I didn't know the camera

could do and the owner's manual did not tell me about. Darrell did!Spending almost a year working

with the D7100 Darrell Young discovered every nuance and function this piece of equipment could

produce.If you own or are thinking of buying the Nikon D7100 you MUST have this book. It will

teach you every function and setting in easy to understand language and why you are using it. If

you want to Master the Nikon D7100 to get the most out of your camera BUY THIS BOOK NOW!

Having had a prior Nikon DSLR and time for an upgrade, the D7100 was purchased. WOW pretty

much sums up the camera and this book. Please trust me when I say this is the only book you need

to purchase to learn about this awesome camera!!! I had purchased two other books and several

'cheat sheets' prior to discovering Darrell Young's book. Those would not have been necessary had

I discovered this book first. The information is presented in detailed, easy to understand language.

Screen shots are provided to illustrate the information provided. Darrell provides camera setting

recommendations and explains why he recommends them. The Nikon manual does not cover all

the camera capabilities nor does it explain things as clearly, and adequately as Darrell Young does.

Whether you are a novice, intermediate or advanced photographer, this book is a must have!

Mastering the Nikon D7100 should meet your expectations in every way! I am sure you will learn

things about your new D7100 that you may not have ever imagined. If you don't believe me, borrow

a copy from your local library. I'm sure you will want your own edition!!

This book is wonderfu! It is soooo much easier to understand than the owner's manual. The pictures

are in color, explanations are clear and concise without a lot of the "techy jargon" that a newbie like

me hasn't learned to translate yet. The author speaks "to" his reader, not "at" his reader. He not only

tells you how to set up and use the D7100, but gives his recommendations for setting up the

camera, as well. This gives a beginner a place to start in the use of this somewhat complicated



piece of equipment. Mr. Young has used this camera extensively himself and understands

absolutely everything it is capable of doing, and he communicates its use very well to his reader. I

went through each page of this manual with my camera in hand, and not only did I learn about the

D7100, but I also learned about other helpful equipment and software that I might need. I consider

this book as much as an investment into my photography as any lens or other gear. I could not

recommend this book more. In fact, I liked this book so much I have purchased Darrel Young's book

on basic photography called "Beyond Point-and-Shoot".

Note: this is a review for the kindle version of the book. In general, this is a very useful book for

newcomers to digital SLR photography, and specifically users of the excellent and feature-rich

Nikon D7100 camera. It is very much based on the User's Manual that came with the camera, but

the wealth of information is made less daunting by the author's personal thoughts on why you might

want to consider thinking about or changing the various camera settings. The selling point of the

book is probably the inclusion of the recommended settings by the author for the various different

functions. It also does go into much more detailed step-by-step instructions than the manual, which

tends to just inform the new owner of the availability of the setting and how to access it. The nice

thing about the kindle version is the use of hyperlinks that the reader can use to jump to a

referenced section elsewhere in the book for more information.

Haven't even finished reading it yet and love it. Darrell has a great writing style that walks you

through the book in a very logical manner. For such a technical camera he makes it easy to get

comfortable using it. Great explanations as to why you would choose certain settings over others, as

well as the authors preferences and why. Coming from a similar background as Darrell ( the IT

Industry ) I have read dozens of technical books when I worked in the industry. Many of the books I

read I had to fight my way through because they were so dry and technical. For someone like me

who is picking up a new hobby and is new to photography, Darrell walks you right through it using

the camera and teaching you how to take advantage of such a great tool. I already purchased his

other book, Beyond Point-and-Shoot and will start reading that one as soon as I finish his first. I am

looking forward to it if it's as good as this one then.
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